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Abstract

The exchanges of carbon, water, and energy between the atmosphere and the Amazon
Basin have global implications for current and future climate. Here, the global atmo-
spheric inversion system of the Monitoring of Atmospheric Composition and Climate
service (MACC) was used to further study the seasonal and interannual variations5

of biogenic CO2 fluxes in Amazonia. The system assimilated surface measurements
of atmospheric CO2 mole fractions made over more than 100 sites over the globe
into an atmospheric transport model. This study added four surface stations located
in tropical South America, a region poorly covered by CO2 observations. The esti-
mates of net ecosystem exchange (NEE) optimized by the inversion were compared10

to independent estimates of NEE upscaled from eddy-covariance flux measurements
in Amazonia, and against reports on the seasonal and interannual variations of the
land sink in South America from the scientific literature. We focused on the impact
of the interannual variation of the strong droughts in 2005 and 2010 (due to severe
and longer-than-usual dry seasons), and of the extreme rainfall conditions registered15

in 2009. The spatial variations of the seasonal and interannual variability of optimized
NEE were also investigated. While the inversion supported the assumption of strong
spatial heterogeneity of these variations, the results revealed critical limitations that
prevent global inversion frameworks from capturing the data-driven seasonal patterns
of fluxes across Amazonia. In particular, it highlighted issues due to the configuration20

of the observation network in South America and the lack of continuity of the measure-
ments. However, some robust patterns from the inversion seemed consistent with the
abnormal moisture conditions in 2009.

1 Introduction

The forests of Amazonia cover 6.77 millionkm2 (INPE, 2011). It is the world’s largest25

continuous area of tropical forest and reservoir of aboveground organic carbon (Malhi
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et al., 2008). Changes in the carbon dynamics of this ecosystem thus have global
significance (Wang et al., 2013). However, the natural variability of CO2 exchange in
Amazonia, as well as its short and long term response to natural and anthropogenic
disturbance across scales, is still poorly understood and is the topic of active research.

There is intense debate about the timing and magnitude of the seasonal cycle of CO25

fluxes across Amazonia. Studies employing remote sensing data as a proxy for canopy
photosynthetic activity have suggested a widespread enhancement of gross primary
productivity (GPP) of the Amazonian rainforest during the dry season (Huete et al.,
2006). Yet, direct and continuous measurements of net ecosystem exchange (NEE)
between the atmosphere and forest canopy at a local scale (from 1 ha to 1 km2 scale)10

based on eddy-covariance (EC) systems do not support such large-scale behaviour.
Several EC observations in central eastern Amazonia (Saleska et al., 2003) and north-
eastern Amazonia (Bonal et al., 2008) also indicate that tropical forest areas take up
CO2 during the dry season, but similar EC studies in central Amazonia have suggested
an opposite seasonality (Grace et al., 1996; Araújo et al., 2002). Finally, remote sens-15

ing measurements of the vertically integrated columns of CO2 (XCO2) retrieved from
the GOSAT satellite, suggest stronger CO2 uptake during the wet season in southern
Amazonian forest than during the dry season (Parazoo et al., 2013). These measure-
ments thus reveal a large heterogeneity in space of the phase of the seasonal cycle of
NEE within Amazonia. However, most dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM) simu-20

lations predict stronger uptake during the wet season throughout Amazonia (Verbeeck
et al., 2011; Saleska et al., 2003; Baker et al., 2008; Poulter et al., 2009); although
limitations related to mortality or land use, do restrict the ability of these generic global
models to simulate CO2 fluxes and carbon stocks of Amazonian forest (Gloor et al.,
2012).25

Uncertainty associated with potential spatial heterogeneity is also apparent in the
estimates of the interannual variability (IAV) of CO2 fluxes in Amazonia, in particular
during years with extreme climatic conditions. Remote sensing observations during the
severe Amazonian drought of 2005 suggested a widespread enhancement of photo-
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synthetic activity, or greening, across Amazonia (Saleska et al., 2007). The resilience
of forests to water stress suggested by the “drier-yet-greener” papers was originally
attributed to a combination of deep rooting, hydraulic redistribution, and more available
solar radiation (Saleska et al., 2007). However, the validity of enhanced vegetation in-
dex (EVI) satellite data has been recently challenged by Morton et al. (2014) and by5

losses in canopy functioning detected in radar-based measurements (Saatchi et al.,
2012). The observations from optical satellite sensors remain controversial because
other studies did not find such an impact on Amazonian forest (Xu et al., 2011; Samanta
et al., 2010, 2012). Moreover, observations of microwave backscatter from QuickSCAT
have suggested large-scale, persistent negative effects of the drought of 2005 on forest10

canopy structure (Saatchi et al., 2012). Biometry measurements, consisting of periodic
measurements of the allocation of photosynthetic products to wood growth, provide an-
other perspective on the effects of drought on Amazonian forest trees. In a large-scale,
long-term biometric study, Phillips et al. (2009) found a reversion of the carbon sink due
to the effect of the drought of 2005 on tree mortality. This is consistent with a synthesis15

of yearly estimates of natural fluxes (NEE plus biomass-burning emissions) from an
ensemble of DGVMs compiled at http://www.globalcarbonatlas.org).

The scientific community has used atmospheric inversions for more than two
decades in an effort to improve the knowledge of CO2 fluxes at large scale. Whereas
EC or biometric studies give flux estimates that are valid at local scale (Ometto et al.,20

2005), atmospheric inversion offers the possibility to derive measurement-based esti-
mates for the whole of Amazonia, with spatial resolutions larger than 500 km, provided
that atmospheric observations can adequately sample the Amazonian flux signal. In-
versions use available measurements of atmospheric CO2 to provide corrections to
prior surface flux estimates using an atmospheric transport model and statistical inver-25

sion methods. The method estimates statistically optimal fluxes within the boundaries
of uncertainties in the measurements and prior flux estimates (Enting et al., 1995; Ciais
et al., 2010). The flux corrections are applied by the inversion system to prior fluxes to
which measurements are sensitive in space and time (as a function of the atmospheric
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transport), and are extrapolated beyond the vicinity of the measurement footprint by
the system through hypotheses on the spatial and temporal correlation of the uncer-
tainties in the prior fluxes. Peylin et al. (2013) show that the different inverted seasonal
cycles and IAVs of natural CO2 fluxes from several state-of-the-art global atmospheric
inversions are characterized by a large scatter over tropical South America (TSA). This5

is explained by the variety of prior estimates used by the different global inversion sys-
tems, and by the large-scale corrections that are applied in regions poorly covered by
observation networks, such as TSA, in order to balance the global CO2 budget, rather
than to match local measurements. For these reasons, atmospheric inversions have not
been included in the review of the carbon cycle in South America made by Gloor et al.10

(2012). Lloyd et al. (2007) and Gatti et al. (2010) applied the principle of atmospheric
inversion to exploit vertical CO2 profile data from airborne measurements in Amazonia.
Their studies, based on measurements near Manaus, in central Amazonia (Lloyd et al.,
2007), and Santarém in eastern Amazonia (Gatti et al., 2010), constitute important ef-
forts to constrain surface CO2 fluxes at regional scale, measuring and exploiting some15

of the few atmospheric data sets available for South America. Their results suggested
CO2 efflux from the ecosystem during the wet season in eastern Amazonia. The recent
study of Gatti et al. (2014), using vertical profiling of air columns, collected approxi-
mately every two weeks, over the two-year period 2010–2011, provides a basin-scale
picture that confirms this regional signal, but suggests the inverted pattern in southern20

and western Amazonia. Their study reported on the first estimate of CO2 fluxes for the
whole Amazon basin, in an unprecedented effort that overcame limitations of both local
and model-based estimates of CO2 fluxes in Amazonia (Balch, 2014); it provides an
insight into the sensitivity of this important ecosystem to moisture stress, and suggests
the importance of including such estimates over longer time periods.25

Our goal here is to study the seasonal cycle and IAV of NEE over Amazonia during
2002–2010. This period offers the opportunity to investigate significant anomalies in
the interannual variability of carbon fluxes, particularly those associated with the se-
vere droughts of 2005 and 2010, and with the extreme rainfall registered across the
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Amazon basin in 2009 (Marengo et al., 2010). The study is based on the MACC inver-
sion system initially described by Chevallier et al. (2010) (hereafter CH2010). We used
v10.1 of the MACC CO2 inversion product released in August 2011. We added four
ground-based atmospheric measurement sites surrounding the northeast of Amazonia
to the assimilated data. Despite the limitations of this approach in South America, high-5

lighted above and by Gloor et al. (2012), this new attempt at characterizing temporal
variations in the NEE over Amazonia based on atmospheric inversions, can be justified
by the use of these stations located in the region. In particular, we are the first to use
continuous measurements from French Guyana: the impact of this inclusion can be
assessed through comparisons with inversions ignoring these sites. The use of these10

stations was expected to increase significantly the sampling of the atmospheric signa-
ture of the fluxes in Amazonia. Moreover, when global inversions do not assimilate data
from this region, they produce large increments of NEE in Amazonia – the reliability of
these modelled fluxes should be analyzed.

Our analysis of the inversion results was compared to the independently derived NEE15

estimated by Jung et al. (2011) (hereafter J2011). J2011 used model tree ensembles,
a machine-learning technique, to upscale FLUXNET eddy-covariance observations,
based on remote sensing, climate, and land-use data as drivers, thereby producing
gridded estimates of NEE and other surface fluxes at the global scale at 0.5◦ resolution.
As discussed in J2011, large uncertainties affect their annual mean NEE estimates and20

associated seasonal and interannual variations. This is likely particularly true in TSA,
were few FLUXNET measurements are available. Yet, its comparison to the NEE from
the inversion could give useful insights for the analysis of the latter.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We present each component of the
inversion setup in Sect. 2, the results of the inversion and their comparison to the25

standard MACCv10.1 inversion (not constrained by the four stations positioned around
Amazonia) as well as to J2011 in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we discuss the results and con-
clude the study.
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2 The inversion method

This study builds on the global atmospheric inversion framework of CH2010 to correct
a prior estimate of NEE from the model ORCHIDEE (Organizing Carbon and Hydrol-
ogy in Dynamic Ecosystems, Krinner et al., 2005) and of ocean fluxes, based on the
assimilation of in situ measurements of atmospheric CO2 mole fractions into a global5

atmospheric transport model. The approach relies on a Bayesian framework to esti-
mate the conditional probability of the “true” NEE and ocean fluxes given the statistical
information from the prior fluxes and the set of in situ measurements of atmospheric
CO2 (henceforward observations). Assumption of unbiased Gaussian distribution of the
uncertainties in the prior fluxes and those underlying the simulation of the observations10

using the transport model, allows us to derive an updated estimate of NEE and ocean
fluxes (hereafter the posterior fluxes) that also has an unbiased Gaussian distribution.
The statistically optimal fluxes (i.e., the mean of the posterior distribution of the fluxes)
are found by calculating the minimum of the cost function (Tarantola, 2005)

J(x) = (x−xb)TB−1(x−xb)+ (yo −Hx)TR−1(yo −Hx) (1)15

where x is the control vector and mainly denotes the NEE (defined as the difference be-
tween the gross CO2 uptake through photosynthesis and output through total ecosys-
tem respiration), and air–ocean exchanges that are optimized at a chosen spatial and
temporal resolution. xb represents the prior NEE and ocean fluxes, and y

o is the vec-
tor of observations. H is the operator projecting x into the observation space, and is20

based on an atmospheric transport model and fossil fuel and biomass-burning CO2
emission estimates. B and R are the covariance matrices of the normal distribution of
the uncertainty on x

b and of the sum in the observation space of the other uncertainties
when comparing Hxb to y

o, respectively. The latter includes the measurement, model
transport and model representation errors. A complete solution to the inversion prob-25

lem requires the estimation of the uncertainty in the optimized fluxes. This estimation
was not performed in this study since it would have been highly demanding in terms of
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computation. CH2010 provides details on this estimation and typical results of uncer-
tainty reduction that should be nearly valid here for regions outside TSA. The following
sections present a brief description of each component of the inversion configuration
used in this study, while CH2010 provides more details.

2.1 Inversion modelling setup5

Following CH2010, the link between CO2 fluxes and observations was simulated by
the global circulation model of the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMDZ)
(version 4, Hourdin et al., 2006), which is the atmospheric component of the coupled
climate model of the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace IPSL-CM4. Tracer transport was
simulated by LMDZ at a horizontal resolution of 3.75◦ ×2.75◦ (longitude× latitude) and10

with a vertical resolution of 19 levels between the surface and the top of the atmo-
sphere. LMDZ was nudged to winds modelled by the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).

Prior NEE in MACCv10.1 was estimated at 3.75◦ ×2.75◦ and 3 h resolution from
a global simulation of the ORCHIDEE model at 0.7◦ resolution by Maignan et al. (2011).15

ORCHIDEE was forced with the atmospheric conditions of ECMWF reanalysis ERA-
Interim (Berrisford et al., 2009). Here ORCHIDEE NEE does not take into account
disturbance from land use or wildfires. Prior ocean–atmosphere CO2 exchanges were
obtained from the climatology of air–ocean CO2 partial pressure difference by Taka-
hashi et al. (2009).20

To complement these fluxes that were controlled by the inversion, the H operator
also included fixed estimates of the fossil fuel and biomass-burning CO2 emissions.
Fossil fuel emissions were obtained from the EDGAR-3.2 Fast Track 2000 database
(Olivier and Berdowski, 2001), scaled annually with the global totals of the Carbon
Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC). CO2 emissions from biomass burning25

were taken from the Global Fires Emission Database version 2 (GFEDv2, Randerson
et al., 2007). Assuming that the vegetation recovers rapidly from fire events, the CO2
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emissions from fires that affected the vegetation in a given year were offset by an
equivalent, compensatory regrowth CO2 uptake evenly distributed throughout the year.

The inversion controlled 8-day mean daytime and nighttime NEE and 8-day mean
ocean fluxes at the spatial resolution of the transport model. The analysis in this study
focused on NEE, thus the impact of the inversion on ocean fluxes was not examined. At5

the grid scale, uncertainties in the prior NEE are estimated as proportional to the het-
erotrophic respiration fluxes from ORCHIDEE. Spatial correlations of the uncertainties
in B decay exponentially as a function of the distance between corresponding pixel-
based estimates of the fluxes with a length scale of 500 km for NEE (1000 km for ocean
fluxes). Temporal correlations of the uncertainties decay exponentially as a function of10

the lag-time between the corresponding 8-day mean daytime or nighttime estimate of
the fluxes with a timescale of one month, but without correlation between daytime and
nighttime uncertainties. The resulting correlations in B are estimated as the product
between the temporal and the spatial correlations. This setup of the correlations for B
is based on the estimates by Chevallier et al. (2006) of differences between the NEE15

simulated by ORCHIDEE and EC flux measurements. However, their study used EC
data from flux towers mostly located in the Northern Hemisphere, and thus the resulting
estimation of correlation might not apply well to ecosystems in tropical Amazonia.

In the inversion framework, the misfits between simulated CO2 mole fractions and the
measurements that are not due to uncertainty in the prior NEE or ocean fluxes must20

be accounted for in the covariance matrix R. Uncertainties in fire and anthropogenic
CO2 emissions are assumed to have negligible impact at the measurement locations
used here. Therefore, they are ignored in the setup of R. Following CH2010, the mea-
surement errors are assumed to be negligible in comparison to the uncertainties in the
transport model. Model transport and representation errors are modelled as half the25

variance of the high frequency variability of the deseasonalized and detrended CO2
time series of the measurement at a given station.
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2.2 Assimilated data

MACCv10.1 assimilated measurements of atmospheric CO2, expressed as dry air
mole fractions in µmolmol−1 (abbreviated ppm), from 128 surface sites: 35 continu-
ous measurement stations and measurements of CO2 from discrete air samples col-
lected approximately weekly at 93 sites. Out of all the stations, 29 were located in5

the tropics (but only two of these stations had continuous measurements) but none of
these tropical stations were located in TSA. In this study we added new data from four
surface sites located in this region. Figure 1 maps the measurement stations used by
MACCv10.1 and the four stations added in this study. At Arembepe (ABP), data consist
of weekly measurements of atmospheric CO2 with discrete air samples. At the other10

three stations, CO2 was measured with continuous analyzers and data were reported
as hourly averages of these measurements at Santarém (SAN) and Guyaflux (GUY),
and 30 min averages at Maxaranguape (MAX). Figure 2 illustrates the temporal cov-
erage of the observations available in TSA during the simulated period (2002–2010).
There is little overlap among the site records, due to calibration problems, interrup-15

tion of the measurements (e.g., at MAX) and the fact that some stations have been
setup only recently (e.g., at GUY). The longest records were from ABP, with data span-
ning November 2006 to December 2010, and SAN, covering January 2002 to Decem-
ber 2005. At MAX the information covered the periods July 2004 to May 2005 and
mid-September 2006 to December 2006. GUY is the most recent station, with data20

covering October 2009 to December 2010.
Figure 3 depicts average wind fields in February over 2002–2010, which illustrates

the typical circulation pattern. Winds convey air masses entering from the Atlantic
Ocean near the Equator across the continent and back into the southern Atlantic Ocean
generally south of 20◦ S. This pattern of advective transport suggests that the varia-25

tions of CO2 at coastal stations (ABP, MAX) are influenced by air–ocean exchanges
and fluxes in distant lands. These stations thus provide more information on the rela-
tively homogeneous background atmospheric CO2 content upwind of TSA, than on the
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fluxes within Amazonia. On the other hand, stations like GUY and SAN receive a signal
from ecosystems in the northeastern Amazon Basin. Despite GUY being not far from
the coast considering the Amazon-wide scale, this site is actually located in an area
covered by undisturbed, tropical wet forest (Bonal et al., 2008). SAN is located con-
siderably further inland than GUY. Typical influence functions of fluxes for observations5

at GUY and SAN (Fig. 3b and c, respectively) illustrate that the sensitivity of instan-
taneous mole fractions to fluxes decreases rapidly with distance mainly due to the
typically moderate horizontal wind speeds, so that they should bear a strong signature
of local fluxes i.e., of the NEE in northeastern Amazonia. To further evaluate the sensi-
tivity of these four stations to the pattern of interest in the regional NEE, we estimated10

the difference between CO2 mole fractions modelled using the standard prior NEE of
the system and an NEE estimate called “flat prior”. The flat prior was built by applying
an annual offset to the prior NEE of MACCv10.1 so that the interannual variations of
annual budgets become null. This annual offset was calculated as the difference be-
tween the mean flux for a given year over the whole region and the mean flux over the15

simulation period and the entire study area. Thus, the flat prior interannual anomalies
were null but the spatial the temporal variability at scales smaller than a year were
preserved. The root mean square of the annual biases ranges from 0.39 ppm (GUY
and MAX) to 0.60 ppm (SAN). This shows that the signature of the interannual vari-
ability of the NEE in Amazonia should be easy to filter out from the measurement time20

series given that the mean transport error at the yearly scale should be far smaller ac-
cording to the hypothesis made when setting-up the inversion system. Therefore, this
supported the attempt at controlling the interannual variability of the NEE in Amazonia
through the inversion using the observations from the four sites in TSA.

We assimilated observations between 12:00 and 15:00 local time (LT), when the25

boundary layer (BL) is well developed and likely to be better represented by the trans-
port model (Butler et al., 2010; Gatti et al., 2010). This should avoid the difficulties
the transport model has in simulating nighttime stratification, and morning and evening
transitions in the BL diurnal cycle. Observations were also screened for low wind speed
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(> 2 ms−1), thus removing the effect of local emissions (and sinks) that may not be well
captured by the transport model at 3.75◦ ×2.5◦ resolution and to monitor the signal of
fluxes at larger scales.

3 Results

In this section we first analyze the statistical misfits between observations and simu-5

lated mole fractions from prior and posterior fluxes, as a measure of the efficiency of
the inversion in reducing the misfits to the measurements. This is a first indicator of
the significance of the corrections applied to the fluxes. We then examine the impact
of inversion on the seasonal patterns and IAV of NEE. This analysis was supported by
the comparison to the product of J2011.10

3.1 Comparison to observed CO2 mole fractions

The time series of assimilated observations and the corresponding simulated CO2 mole
fractions using the prior fluxes, the inverted fluxes from MACCv10.1 and our inverted
fluxes (henceforth INVSAm) are plotted in Fig. 4. The statistics for bias and mean error
between measured and simulated CO2 mole fractions for the four stations in South15

America are summarized in Fig. 5. Although the information from these four stations
seems to critically reduce a large-scale bias over TSA, the presence of a few marine
stations on the globe is enough to introduce this effect by correcting the global growth
rate of CO2 (CH2010). However, the information from the local network significantly
impacted the seasonality of simulated CO2. The resulting optimized mole fractions20

from INVSAm generally shifted from minima to maxima around June every year at SAN
or from maxima to minima around October and April at MAX with respect to the prior
fluxes and MACCv10.1 (Fig. 4c) and in agreement with the observations. While yielding
a phase of seasonality at GUY comparable to that of the prior fluxes and MACCv10.1,
INVSAm exhibited a significant rescaling of the seasonal variations in the period from25
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May to September at GUY (Fig. 4b) compared to these two other simulations; this was
in agreement with the observations. At ABP, INVSAm surprisingly yielded an amplitude
of the decrease of concentrations between January and May in 2007 and 2009 at ABP
that was higher than that of the observations and of MACCv10.1, even though smaller
than that of the prior flux simulations (Fig. 4a).5

Subsequently, when compared to MACCv10.1, INVSAm improved the amplitude of
the variations of the simulated mole fractions with respect to the prior flux simulation
at GUY and MAX and did not impact it at SAN, but degraded it at ABP, even though,
as well as MACCv10.1, it still provided a better amplitude of the variations than that of
the prior flux simulations at all sites. The best correlations with the observations were10

obtained with INVSAm except at ABP, but the values remained low in all cases, ranging
from 0.23 at GUY to 0.79 at MAX.

These results suggest that the inversion of data in South America helped improve the
phasing of the seasonal variations compared to the data, whereas MACCv10.1 did not
impact it, except at ABP. MACCv10.1 mainly decreased the biases and improved the15

amplitude of the seasonal variations only. There is thus some hope of having improved
the seasonal variations of the NEE in INVSAm. However, the rather low values of cor-
relations to the data and the large remaining discrepancies in the data, even when
using INVSAm, may reveal that this improvement is not significant enough. Further-
more, results at ABP may reveal some local issues. Finally, given the very large bias20

from the prior flux simulation being mainly related to an erroneous global growth rate,
and the inversion having varying efficiency to decrease it depending on the sites or on
the year, it seems hard to interpret part of this decrease as a result of improvement of
the interannual variability in the NEE.
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3.2 Diagnostics of the biogenic CO2 fluxes

3.2.1 Seasonality

Figure 6a illustrates the mean seasonal cycle of NEE from the prior fluxes, J2011,
MACCv10.1 and INVSAm over TSA. The mean for the full period 2002–2010 was re-
moved because uncertainties in the long-term mean can be large for the inversions as5

well as for the J2011 product, and because this long-term mean can differ significantly
between the different estimates. Removing the means allows us to focus on the sea-
sonal variations. Hereafter, positive values of NEE indicate anomalous CO2 release to
the atmosphere; negative values indicate anomalous uptake by the ecosystems. The
shaded area indicates the dry season, defined as months with precipitation < 100 mm10

according to data from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM 3B43 (v6) prod-
uct), averaged over January 2002 to June 2010. The results of Fig. 6a were calculated
considering all the plant functional types (PFTs) represented in ORCHIDEE over the
study region. The vegetation map of ORCHIDEE, originally at a spatial resolution of
0.72◦, was aggregated according to the transport model grid, and Fig. 7 illustrates the15

dominant PFTs in terms of area for each transport model grid cell.
Both the prior flux simulation and the inversions predicted a maximum of NEE (i.e.,

likely a maximum of CO2 release) in the dry season and a minimum of NEE (i.e., likely
a maximum of CO2 uptake) in the wet season (Fig. 6a). This behaviour was also ob-
served in J2011. However, J2011 indicated the maximum of NEE during the transition20

between the wet and dry season while the prior flux simulation and the inversions indi-
cated that it occurs at the end of the dry season. Even though the inversions seemed
to delay or lengthen this maximum, such a modification was not significant and their
seasonal phasing was likely strongly constrained by the patterns of the prior fluxes.
In particular, according to the comparison between INVSAm and MACCv10.1, the as-25

similation of data from the four stations in South America did not seem to impact this
phasing. However, such data are prone to bring a constraint on fluxes mainly in tropi-
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cal broadleaf evergreen and raingreen (TBE) forests (Fig. 7), while the mean seasonal
behaviour over the whole analyzed domain could be mainly related to other PFTs.

Therefore, we isolated the results for TBE forests and calculated the mean seasonal
cycle of NEE over model grid cells dominated by this vegetation type (Fig. 6b). This
did not yield any clear correlation between the existence of maxima or minima in NEE5

and the phasing of wet and dry seasons, neither when considering the NEE from the
prior nor when considering the NEE from both inversions estimates, even though J2011
indicates a maximum of the NEE a few months before the beginning of the dry season
and a minimum of the NEE at the beginning of the wet season. In particular, the prior
and the inversions indicated several local maxima or minima in the NEE. This could10

reflect the signature of the overlapping of significantly different seasonal cycles for
different sub-regions.

The strong spatial heterogeneity of the time variations of the NEE in TBE forests,
which has been discussed in the introduction, is illustrated here along with the spatial
heterogeneity of the time variations of the precipitation in Fig. 6c–f. Figure 6c–f are15

based on monthly averages of NEE measurements at four flux towers located in central
eastern, and southern Amazonia (Fig. 7). The sites at Caxihuanã (BR-Cax, Fig. 6c)
and Rebio Jarú (BR-Ji2, Fig. 6f) are covered by terra firme humid forest; the sites are
described by Carswell et al. (2002) and von Randow et al. (2004), respectively. Data
cover the period 2000–2002 at both sites. At Santarém (BR-Sa3, Fig. 6e), data shown20

were collected at the Tapajós km 83 tower site, an area covered by tropical humid
forest, over 2001–2002. A description of the site can be found in Goulden et al. (2004)
and Miller et al. (2004). The site at Bananal Island (BR-Ban, Fig. 6a), on the other
hand, is located in a floodplain, in an area of transition between forest and savannah
vegetation (Borma et al., 2009). At BR-Ban data cover the period 2004–2005. At these25

four sites, mean NEE was removed. To examine if the inversion captured this spatial
variability of the fluxes, we analyzed the seasonal variations of the NEE estimates for
the two zones depicted in Fig. 7. Zone 1 was located in northeastern Amazonia, close
to the measurement stations SAN and GUY. Zone 2 was located in central eastern
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Amazonia. Both zones were mainly covered by TBE forests, according to the vegetation
classification of ORCHIDEE. According to Malhi et al. (2009), eastern Amazonia is
drier, and shows a stronger seasonality than western Amazonia. However, we did not
identify a clear pattern of NEE seasonal variations that could be driven by the rainfall
seasonality in any of the two sub-regions, except for J2011 in Zone 1 (Fig. 6g), since5

the other model estimates exhibited, again, maxima and minima of NEE during both
dry and wet seasons. Actually, in Zone 2 (Fig. 6h) the dry season could not be clearly
identified. In this zone, the prior flux and the inversions indicated several maxima and
minima of NEE, but J2011 exhibited, again, a clear seasonal cycle with a maximum
in June and a minimum October as in Zone 1. While J2011 showed nearly the same10

amplitude and phasing of monthly mean NEE variations in both zones and over TBE
forests (Fig. 6b), prior and inversions estimates of the seasonal variations differed both
in phasing and amplitude between zone 1, 2 and the whole TBE forest area.

Divergent patterns could be found in INVSAm with respect to MACCv10.1, which
remained closer to the prior fluxes. The comparison of these inversion results showed15

that significant flux corrections due to the assimilation of data in South America were
applied in Zone 1 (Fig. 6h), i.e., in northeastern Amazonia, where the stations SAN and
GUY were located.

In an attempt at getting clearer seasonal patterns in some of the sub-regions of Ama-
zonia, two additional zones were analyzed, located in southwestern and southeastern20

Amazonia. Both sub-regions encompassed areas where the impact of the droughts of
2005 and 2010 was the highest according to Lewis et al. (2011). The results, however,
are not shown here since the results did not provide further information than is given in
zones 1 and 2. J2011 still exhibited the same amplitude of the seasonal cycle and the
same location of maximum and minimum NEE as in zones 1 and 2 despite the extent25

of the dry season. Prior fluxes and inversions still showed maxima and minima during
the dry season in some cases, and inversions introduced only slight modifications to
the amplitude and phasing of the NEE relative to the prior simulation.
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Figure 8 shows the spatial distribution of the corrections applied by INVSAm and de-
picts large zones of contiguous negative and positive flux increments. When the mean
corrections were positive (respectively negative), e.g., during July (respectively during
February) in the area of the measurements sites (in the north of South America, which
overlap the Zone 1 defined in Fig. 7), negative (respectively positive) corrections were5

applied south of this area (including the Zone 2 defined in Fig. 7), which seems to
underlie the need for the inversion to balance the overall corrections in tropical South
America in order to fit the measurements outside the continent. Such dipoles are a typ-
ical behaviour of inverse modelling systems in data-poor regions (Peylin et al., 2002).
This may be related to the setup of the uncertainties in the prior covariance matrix that10

would not perfectly fit with actual errors in the prior estimate, and that may extend the
corrections too far from the measurement footprints. This questions the spatial varia-
tions of the corrections applied by the inversion to the seasonal cycle of the NEE.

3.2.2 Interannual variability

Figure 9a depicts annual NEE anomalies of the prior simulation, MACCv10.1, INVSAm15

and an additional inversion called FLAT, compared to the mean of 2002–2010, aggre-
gated over the whole study region (considering all PFTs). FLAT corresponds to the
inversion using the flat prior described in Sect. 2.2, and whose annual anomalies are
null over the whole study region. Prior fluxes, MACCv10.1 and INVSAm predicted only
small positive anomalies during the years of drought (2005, 2010) compared to other20

years. FLAT predicted a negative anomaly (i.e., a strong uptake) in 2010, but it indicates
a larger positive anomaly in 2005 than that of other estimates.

On the other hand, the strong NEE negative anomaly of 2009 in the prior fluxes,
MACCv10.1 and INVSAm was also predicted by FLAT, which suggests a robust pattern
strongly driven by the atmospheric measurements.25

As in Sect. 3.2.1, we isolated the results for the TBE forests (Fig. 9b). In this case,
prior fluxes and both MACCv10.1 and INVSAm estimates predicted diverging annual
mean responses of forests to drought, with a positive anomaly in 2005 and a negative
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anomaly in 2010. In 2009, when climatic conditions were abnormally humid across
South America, the inversion estimates consistently predicted a small positive anomaly.
The small anomalies in all inversions suggest a weak sensitivity of the NEE of TBE
forests to interannual variations and that most of the IAV over the study area is not
related to TBE forests.5

Finally, we analyzed the results in the two sub-regions shown in Fig. 7, in an attempt
to identify potential differences in the regional responses. NEE estimates from the prior,
INVSAm and MACCv10.1 showed various responses of forests to drought in these
zones. In zone 1 (Fig. 10a) all these estimates showed a positive anomaly in 2005 and
a negative anomaly in 2010, while in zone 2 (Fig. 10b) they yielded negative anomalies10

during both years. J2011 exhibited abnormal anomalies much smaller than these NEE
estimates (Fig. 10c and d), which prevents us from getting insights on the IAV from the
comparison of J2011 to the other estimates.

4 Discussion and concluding remarks

Amazonian forest plays a key role in the global carbon balance, but there are large15

uncertainties on the evolution of this terrestrial sink. Uncertainties stem from the in-
complete knowledge of the processes behind land–atmosphere CO2 exchange in this
type of forest. Improving our understanding of the seasonal and interannual variations
of Amazonian forest is thus a priority. In an attempt to gain insight into how these tem-
poral variations of CO2 fluxes vary across Amazonia, we incorporated new measure-20

ments of atmospheric CO2 mole fractions in TSA into a global atmospheric inversion.
Despite an overall improvement by the inversion of the seasonal variations of the

simulated concentrations when compared to the measurements in TSA, several issues
arose when analyzing the seasonal cycles of NEE from the inversion. The prior and
inversion estimates of this mean seasonal cycle of NEE at basin scale were not in25

line with J2011 and disagreed with the intuitive assumption that the seasonal cycle
should be correlated with rainfall and solar radiation, especially in the tropical forest
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area. Furthermore, they did not exhibit a clear seasonal pattern over TBE forests at
basin scale or within the analyzed sub-regions. J2011 yielded a clear, homogeneous
seasonal cycle all over the domain, which does not give confidence in its ability to
distinguish regional heterogeneity.

The proximity of Zone 1 to the stations in northeastern Amazonia (SAN and GUY)5

(Fig. 7) suggested a better confidence in the flux corrections applied by INVSAm to the
prior fluxes in that zone than elsewhere in the study area, especially since the analysis
of the spatial distribution of such corrections over the whole study area in Fig. 8 gave
low confidence in the corrections applied south of the measurement site area, and
which seems to artificially balance the overall correction in tropical South America.10

The dipoles likely identified in Fig. 8 are characteristic of domains that are poorly
constrained by atmospheric data in inversion studies (Peylin et al., 2002). The footprint
in the flux space of the set of four stations in South America used in this study covered
a very limited area of Amazonia. This suggests that the extrapolation of the information
from this area to the whole of Amazonia relies on statistics of the uncertainty in the prior15

fluxes, for which the reliability is relatively low, and on the need to balance the overall
correction over TSA to fit the measurements made outside this region. Furthermore,
with limited overlap among the TSA observations, the inversion system may have ap-
plied corrections in response to events registered by only a single station at a time. The
reliability in the seasonal patterns of the inverted fluxes is thus not high.20

Such considerations also weaken the analysis of the IAV based on the inversion
while J2011 does not provide a reliable IAV of the NEE in TSA, which could have
supported such an analysis. But some patterns of the IAV in the NEE from the inversion
seem robust and strongly driven by the atmospheric measurements: across Amazonia
the estimates from the prior fluxes, MACCv10.1, INVSAm and FLAT indicate small25

positive flux annual anomalies (CO2 release) during the drought in 2005 and a strong
negative (CO2 sink) anomaly in 2009, presumably related to lower temperatures and
more humid conditions in 2009. However, in 2010 there is a divergence of the results
between the FLAT estimate and the others.
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In the TBE forest, the highest source anomaly in 2005 seen in the prior fluxes,
MACCv10.1 and INVSAm may be related to reduced photosynthesis during the
drought, as found by Gatti et al. (2014), and/or tree mortality caused by a squall event
of January 2005 Negrón-Juárez et al. (2010). However, in 2010 these results indicate
a small sink anomaly. This anomaly seems inconsistent with the hypothesis of a higher5

negative impact of the drought in 2010, which was more intense in terms of water stress
and more geographically extensive (Lewis et al., 2011). On the other hand, it seems
consistent with the recent results of Gatti et al. (2014), who found that the Amazon
basin was carbon neutral during that year.

Even though some seasonal or interannual patterns from the inversion could look re-10

alistic, our study mainly reveals some critical issues that hamper the ability to derive an
accurate estimation of the temporal variability of NEE and of its spatial heterogeneity
across Amazonian forests. A denser monitoring network across the basin, with con-
tinuous time series, as done by Gatti et al. (2014), is essential to better constrain the
fluxes in the region. In addition, the simulation of atmospheric transport in this region15

needs to be handled using models that are better adapted to the local meteorological
conditions. Regional transport models with higher spatial and temporal resolution and
improved parameterizations of key atmospheric processes for the region (e.g., deep
convection, Parazoo et al., 2008) have been developed (Moreira et al., 2013). The
combination of a denser observation network and state-of-the-art regional modelling20

tools would overcome some of the critical limitations encountered here for the study of
the temporal variability of biosphere CO2 fluxes in Amazonia.
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Figure 1. Location of the surface stations used in this study. Blue: surface stations used in
CH2010, red: surface stations in South America added to the previous setup of CH2010. Filled
circles: stations with continuous measurements, open circles: sites with discrete air sampling.
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Figure 2. List of surface stations over South America added to the previous setup of Chevallier
et al. (2010).
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Figure 3. Top: Location of assimilated surface stations in South America and mean wind
speed/direction for February, averaged over 2002–2010 (Source: NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis).
Sensitivity of surface atmospheric CO2 mole fractions measured on 20 February 2009 at
10:00 UTC, at Guyaflux (left) and Santarém (right), to a constant increment of surface fluxes
during the two days prior to the measurement. Sensitivity values are expressed in log-scale.
Open circles: sites with discrete air samplings. Filled circles: measurements taken with contin-
uous analyzers.
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Figure 4. Comparison of assimilated CO2 observations (blue) and corresponding simulated
mole fractions using prior fluxes (red), INVSAm (green) and CH2010 (purple). Measurements
were collected at Arembepe (a), Guyaflux (b), Santarém (c) and Maxaranguape (d). Data
shown here correspond to daily average mole fractions between 12:00 and 15:00 local time
(LT), when wind speed >2 ms−1. Note that the time scale differs between plots.
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Figure 5. Taylor diagram of the statistics of misfits between observations and simulated CO2
mole fractions between 12:00 and 15:00 LT at Guyaflux (square), Santarém (circle), Arembepe
(diamond) and Maxaranguape (triangle), when wind speed >2 ms−1, using prior fluxes (red),
INVSAm (green) and CH2010 (purple). Radial distance from the origin: ratio of SD of simulated
mole fractions and SD of the observations. Angle measured from the y axis: coefficient of
correlation. Numbers next to the symbols: bias (in ppm). Gray circles: SD of the misfits (in
ppm).
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Figure 6. Monthly mean NEE integrated over (a) the whole study region and (b) over pixels
dominated by TBE forests in ORCHIDEE for 2002–2010. The shaded areas denote dry sea-
sons, defined as months with precipitation < 100 mm, based on monthly totals from TRMM
data over 2002–2010. Estimates from prior fluxes (red), INVSAm (green), CH2010 (purple)
and J2011 (dashed blue). (c–f) Monthly mean NEE measurements from EC stations at (c)
Bananal Island (2004–2005), (d) Caxihuanã (2000–2002), (e) Rebio Jarú (2000–2002), and
Santarém (2001–2002). (g–h) Monthly mean NEE integrated over the zones 1 (g) and 2 (h)
that are defined in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Dominating PFTs for each transport model grid cell (i.e. 3.75◦ ×2.50◦) according to
the ORCHIDEE vegetation map over the study region. Open circles show location of sites with
discrete air sampling; filled circles show location of sites with continuous measurements; and
squares show locations of the EC measurement stations used in this study. Zones 1 and 2
indicate areas for which the NEE is presented in Figs. 6g and h, 10.
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Figure 8. Spatial distribution of 2002–2010 mean flux corrections at the transport model reso-
lution (3.75◦ ×2.50◦) to ORCHIDEE from INVSAm over the study region: mean for (a) February,
(b) July, and (c) mean over the full period 2002–2010. Filled circles indicate locations of sites
with continuous measurements; and open circles indicate locations of sites with discrete air
sampling.
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Figure 9. (a) Annual NEE anomaly compared to the mean of 2002–2010; estimates for the
whole study region. (b) Annual NEE anomaly compared to the mean of 2002–2010; estimates
for the area dominated by TBE forests.
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Figure 10. Annual NEE anomaly compared to the 2002–2010 mean for Zone 1 (a, c) and
Zone 2 (b, d) as defined in Fig. 7. Estimates from prior fluxes (red), INVSAm (green), CH2010
(purple), and J2011 (gray).
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